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Executive Summary 
This deliverable provides a detailed overview of latest developments in the personalised multi-
factorial user’s model’s evolution and describes how the learnings from the user feedback loops have 
been applied to make strategic user-centric improvements to the BENEFFICE app. 

In the first versions of the model, described in D3.1 and D.3.2, the theoretical layer was linked to the 
practical action points via the recommendation engine. In this latest iteration, the model has been 
applied in a real-world environment, allowing us to begin tracking the behavioural impact of the app, 
and to use these insights to improve the app’s functionalities and messaging content – thus 
demonstrating the first example of an end-user feedback loop. This includes the introduction of a new 
gamified achievement badge incentive system, updated messaging content, adjustments to the €O2 
coin distribution strategy, and a number of user experience (UX) design updates.   

As the piloting progresses, these behavioural measures will continue to be tracked, allowing for the 
continuation of the feedback loop cycle. The final version of the model, to be described in the D3.4, 
will include the full results of this real-world implementation and the resulting refinements to the app 
to fully optimize it’s engagement potential. 

 

Figure 1 Evolution of the Personalised multi-factorial user's model 
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1 Evolved personalised multi-factorial user’s model  
Throughout the BENEFFICE project, the personalised multi-factorial model has served as the 
theoretical framework guiding the strategic development of the user engagement tactics. The goal of 
the model is to offer a practical tool (grounded in theory) to create user feedback loops that lead to 
meaningful changes in user behaviour as a result of tailored UX, content design, and incentivization. 
Put simply, the model aims to put the end-user at the center of design – working to create bespoke 
experiences based directly on input from the users themselves.  

As reported in previous deliverables (D3.1, D3.2), the personalised multi-factorial user’s model has 
evolved from the static, one-directional conceptual model developed in FP7 Advanced, to a dynamic 
first version incorporating multiple levels of engagement (involve, engage, and evolve), to a functional 
tool that facilitates the delivery of relevant and personalised content (recommendation engine). In 
the latest iteration, the model has evolved to include a new layer describing the output of the model: 
the behavioural impact. The behavioural impact is defined as an intended shift in user behaviour that 
can be measured via targeted KPIs. As described in D3.2, within the BENEFFICE framework, there are 
three categories of behavioural impact: 

•             Energy savings: 
o   Motivate a behavioural shift resulting in lower energy consumption. 
o   Related validation metrics: Electricity consumption metrics, derivative metrics. 

•             Engagement: 
o   Encourage on-going participation and continued app use. 
o   Related validation metrics: User behaviour metrics, €O2 coin metrics. 

•             Educate: 
o   Empower participants to learn more about how they can optimize their energy 

consumption behaviour. 
o   Related validation metrics: User behaviour metrics. 

By linking the engagement status to the messaging content (i.e. recommendation engine) to the 
behavioural impact, it is possible to monitor and map the progress (or the lack thereof) for each 
individual participant. For example, if a user is classified as a being in the ‘engage’ status, we can look 
towards the related behavioural impact (education and energy savings) to see if the recommendation 
engine content has been effective in hitting the behavioural target. By tracking how users are 
interacting with the app, we can determine if the model is effectively engaging end-users, and thus 
make strategic adjustments to calibrate the content and design.  In other words, it allows for a 
dynamic feedback loop to be created.  
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Figure 2 Evolved personalised multi-factorial user's model 

Given the maturity of the app, the feedback loops are currently heavily dependent on user testing data 
as there are likely confounding UI and UX variables that may be interfering with the model’s 
behavioural mapping. For example, at this stage in development, it is very possible that there may be 
navigation issues that are impeding users, which in turn may make it difficult for them to effectively 
use the app. Thus, if users underperform on any behavioural impact markers, it may be difficult to 
accurately conclude why this is the case (e.g. is it a recommendation engine or navigational issue?). 
Once these critical UX fixes have been addressed, the users’ inputs will come primarily through user 
analytics collected via the app so that the behavioural impact factors can be measured via their related 
validation metrics.  

With this in mind, the following chapters will summarize the work done to date to collect feedback 
via internal testing, beta testing, and user testing to address any outstanding UX and content design 
limitations. This includes several notable updates that have already been implemented including a 
gamified incentive badge structure (i.e. evolved challenges) and refined messaging content (i.e. 
evolved messages). Additionally, the app’s UX functionalities have been improved to better support 
the commination loop elements (message and challenges), resulting in an optimised user engagement 
experience.  
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2 Recommendation engine updates  

2.1 Achievement Badges 

One of the most significant changes to the recommendation engine has been the updated approach to 
the €O2 coin challenges. As previously reported in D3.2, the initial plan for the challenges was to 
incentivize energy savings through strategic energy saving challenges. For example, a user may be 
challenged to reduce the energy consumption for a set period of time, shift their heating schedule, or 
try to beat an average consumption level. Prior to piloting, 10 challenges of this nature were designed 
and implemented into the app (see table 1) so that they could be beta tested internally with 
consortium partners before being applied with real end-users.  

Table 1 First iteration of €O2 coin challenges 

Challenge Description 
€O2 

coins* 
Engagement 

 status 

5% reduction challenge: part 1 
Reduce energy consumption by 5% for a 

week 
1 Engage 

5% reduction challenge: part 2 
Reduce energy consumption by 5% for a 

second week 
2 Engage 

10% reduction challenge: part 1 
Reduce energy consumption by 10% for 

a week 
2 Engage 

10% reduction challenge: part 2 
Reduce energy consumption by 10% for 

a week 
3 Engage 

15% reduction challenge: part 1 
Reduce energy consumption by 15% for 

a week 
3 Engage 

15% reduction challenge: part 2 
Reduce energy consumption by 15% for 

a week 
3 Engage 

Better than average challenge 
Keep household energy consumption 

below weekly average 
2 Engage 

Beat your best week challenge 
Consume less energy than you did in 

your most efficient week 
2 Engage 

Peak hour challenge 
Shift dishwasher & washing machine use 

to non-peak times 
2 Engage 

Dishwasher & washing machine 
challenge 

Reduce the consumption of washing 
machine & dishwasher by  10% for a 

week 
2 Engage 

*Note: €O2 coin values are based on the updated €O2 to euro conversion calculation described in Chapter 3.  

As an outcome of this preliminary testing, several limitations of this initial challenge incentive 
approach were identified: 
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1) Lengthy intervals: The challenges had been intentionally designed to last one week with the 
logic being that this regular weekly interval would allow for a simple content schedule to be 
created where users would receive challenge content at regular, balanced epochs (keeping in 
mind that only one challenge could be live at a time). Thus, users would attempt challenge X 
during one week, challenge Y the following week, and so on. However, in practice, it was 
discovered that this weekly interval was too long. It took too long for users to see results both 
in their energy savings progress and their €O2 coin earnings, meaning much of the impact 
from the positive reinforcement of the €O2 coins was lost. Additionally, because of this weekly 
schedule, there was little incentive for users to return to the app often (e.g. daily) to check 
their progress.  

2) High level of difficultly: Linked to this frequency issue, there was also feedback that many of 
the challenges were too difficult. Since it took a full week to complete the challenge, users were 
potentially going several weeks without receiving any €O2 coin incentives. A better approach 
that was decided, would be to have shorter challenges that would allow users to quickly have 
another opportunity to meet their energy savings targets. 

3) Indiscriminate engagement status: Finally, it was observed that because the nature of the 
challenges was so similar (e.g. reduce consumption by X amount for 1 week), they were all 
largely targeting the same engagement status, meaning that they would be less effective for 
those in the ‘involve’ and ‘evolve’ phase of the model. Therefore, it was recognized that more 
variety in the types of challenges would enhance the overall user engagement. 

Armed with this knowledge, the team was able to directly address and improve upon these 
shortcomings. Drawing inspiration from gamification examples found in other behavioural change 
applications (e.g. pedometer apps), a new system utilizing achievement badges and micro incentives 
was designed. As described in the following subchapters, this has resulted in five new achievement 
badges – each offering simultaneous opportunities to earn €O2 coins based on different goals (e.g. 
onboarding, education, energy savings), intervals (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly), and engagement 
statuses (involve, engage, evolve). These include the Profile, Quiz, Streak, Tree, and Report card badge. 

In relation to this update, a new Badge page has been added to the app; allowing users to easily review 
which of these badges they have earned with the help of intuitive visual icons. Additionally, this page 
includes information about how badges can be earned and links to other areas of the app where 
supporting information (e.g. tips and recommendations) can be found.    

Table 2 Achievement Badges 

Profile badge 

Description Earned by fully completing user profile  

Objective Complete segment profiling, user onboarding 

Technical calculation IF completed_values_count >= 42 THEN challenge_successful 

Engagement status Involve 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

Quiz badge 
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Description Earned by participating in quizzes (rewarded based on participation rather than 
performance) 

Objective Educate users on personal energy consumption stats 

Technical calculation IF correct_anwser == True THEN award_coins 

Engagement status Involve 

Behavioural impact Educate, Engagement 

Streak badge 

Description Earned by keeping energy consumption below the baseline for consecutive days. 

Objective Incentivize daily app interaction   

Technical 
calculation 

Daily 

IF Daily_User_Consumption <= Baseline_Corresponding_Daily_Consumpiton THEN 
days_on_streak + 1 

Engagement status Engage 

Behavioural impact Engagement, Energy savings 

Tree badge 

Description Earned by comparing weekly consumption to baseline weekly consumption 

Objective Visual representation of energy consumption trends 

Technical 
calculation 

Based on weekly savings with regards to the weekly baseline 

Engagement status Engage 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

Report card badge 

Description Earned by keeping average consumption below the average baseline over a monthly 
period 

Objective Maintain continual energy savings 

Technical 
calculation 

Monthly 

Total_Montly_Savings =  

(Baseline_Corresponding_Month_Consumption_DDT- This_Month_ Consumption ) / 
Baseline_Corresponding_Month_ Consumption _DDT 
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IF Total_Savings > 0.05 THEN Status = “Star Student” 

ELSE IF Total_Savings > -0.05 THEN Status = “Not your best month” 

ELSE Status = “Doing OK” 

Engagement status  Evolve 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

2.2 Recommendation message updates 

Based on the results of internal and user testing, several updates have also been made to 
recommendation messages. During testing, many participants commented on a need to provide more 
information to support users as they learned how to use the app and attempt to complete challenges. 
In response to this, many of the messages have been updated to include direct links or embedded 
instructions to guide users towards related information (e.g. ‘Tap here to find tips on the My Advisor 
page.’, ‘Looking for your energy savings? Don’t forget you find this value in the top left corner of the 
Homepage.’). 

Additional messaging content has been also added for the new achievement badges. This includes 
invitations, instructions, and reminders tailored to the four segment groups (rationalist, 
environmentalist, pragmatist, traditionalist) (see table 3). 

A FAQ section has also been added to the app to provide answers to the questions most commonly 
brought up during user testing. This includes: 

General topics 

• What is BENEFFICE? 
• Can I change the language of the app? 

• What is the tree in the Home page? 

• Where can I see my indoor and outdoor temperature? 

• What is the My Advisor page? 
• What do the thumbs up/thumbs down symbols on the My Advisor page do? 
• Why is it important to provide all information requested on the Profile page? 

Understanding your energy calculations 

• Where can I see my energy consumption information for my house? 

• How can I monitor my progress in terms of energy consumption? 

• What is my baseline and how is it calculated? 

• Where can I see my energy savings? 

• How do we track your energy savings? 

Badges and €Ο2 coins 

• What are the badges and how can I win one? 

• What are the €Ο2 coins? 

• How can I spend the €Ο2 coins? 

• Where can I learn more about the €Ο2 coins? 
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Together these updates to the messaging content directly address the feedback received via the 

various validation tests (internal testing, beta testing, user testing). This content will again be tested 

during the second round of user testing so that these updates can be fully validated and additional 

opportunities for improvement can be identified.  

Table 3 Achievement badge messaging 

Category Segment Message text 

Profile badge 

Instructions All Time to start earning some €O2 coins! Complete your BENEFFICE profile 
to earn <NUMOFCO2COINS> €O2 coins. Tap here to visit the Profile page. 

Reminder #1 Rationalist The information you provide in your profile will help improve the 
accuracy of energy consumption calculations. The more accurate you can 
make your profile, the more you can be rewarded for good energy 
behaviour. 

Environmentalist You’re missing out! Before you can start earning badges and €O2 coins, 
we need you to complete your profile. The information you provide in 
your profile will help improve the accuracy of energy consumption 
calculations. The more accurate you can make your profile, the more you 
can be rewarded for good energy behaviour. 

Pragmatist Do you want to earn your first €O2 coins? Before you can start earning 
badges and €O2 coins, we need you to complete your profile. The more 
accurate you can make your profile, the more you can be rewarded for 
good energy behaviour. 

Traditionalist Improve your app experience by completing one simple task: complete 
your app profile. The more accurate you can make your profile, the more 
likely you'll be rewarded for good energy behaviour. 

Reminder #2 All Don't forget - complete your BENEFFICE profile to earn your first €O2 
coins. Tap here to visit the Profile page. 

Success 
notification 

All Profile complete - congrats on earning your first €O2 coins! Based on 
your answers, you've been classified as a <SEGMENT NAME>. This 
information will help us to send more personalized messages to you. To 
learn more about <SEGMENT NAME> tap here to visit the FAQ page. 

Quiz Badge 

Instructions All Every month you will receive a report card on your energy savings 
progress. If you’re able to keep your home’s energy consumption below 
your monthly baseline level you’ll be rewarded with €O2 coins. 

Quiz 1 
invitation 

All 

 

Time to test your energy consumption knowledge and earn some €O2 
coins! Complete today’s quiz to earn  <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins 
and a quiz badge. Various questions will become available after 4 hours. 
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And remember, you can answer the same question many times until you 
get the correct answer! The point is to learn something new after all. 

Quiz 1 
questions 

All How much energy does your household consume in an average week? 

How much energy does your household consume in an average day? 

Approximately how many kilograms of CO2 can be saved per year by 
switching to energy efficient bulbs? 

Which of the following is most likely when you experience peak energy 
hours (i.e. When electricity demand is the highest and you pay the highest 
amount per kWh?) 

Quiz 2 
invitation 

All Another quiz is waiting for you! Complete today’s quiz to earn  <NUMBER 
OF COINS> €O2 coins and a quiz badge. Same as before, quiz questions 
will start appearing after 4 hours. 

Quiz 2 
questions 

All Which appliances in your house consume the most energy? 

What consumed more energy in your home, this month. Your heating or 
your laundry and dishwasher? 

Approximately what percentage of the energy consumption of a 
dishwasher is used to heat the water? 

Approximately how many kilograms of CO2 can be saved per year by 
reducing your room temperature by 1 degree? 

Quiz 3 
invitation 

All It's quiz time! Complete today’s quiz to earn <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 
coins and a quiz badge. 

Quiz 3 
questions 

All How much energy does the average home in <COUNTRY> consume daily? 

What consumes more energy in your home - your heating or your 
laundry/dishwasher? 

True or false: When possible you should try to run your washing machine 
and/or dishwasher during off-peak hours 

Approximately how much electricity can you save by setting your 
washing machine to 30˚C? 

Quiz complete 
(all quizzes) 

Rationalist Quiz complete! By completing the quiz you’ve earned <NUMBER OF 
COINS> €O2 coins and a quiz badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes 
for more chances to test your knowledge and earn €O2 coins. 

Environmentalist Nice work! Hopefully you've learned a thing or two about energy 
consumption while earning <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and your 
quiz badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes for more chances to test 
your knowledge and earn €O2 coins. 
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Pragmatist Quiz complete! As a reward for completing the quiz, you’ve earned 
<NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and a quiz badge. Keep an eye out for 
future quizzes for more chances to test your knowledge and earn €O2 
coins. 

Traditionalist Nice work! By completing the quiz you’ve earned <NUMBER OF COINS> 
€O2 coins and a quiz badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes for more 
chances to test your knowledge and earn €O2 coins. 

Streak badge 

Instructions All Unlock streak badges by keeping your energy consumption below a 
specific level for up to 6 consecutive days. The longer the streak, the more 
coins you can earn! 

FAQ  All Your consumption streaks are based on your daily baseline. Your daily 
baseline is calculated using your consumption from the same day last 
year. For example, to calculate your Wednesday baseline for this week we 
would take the values from last year's Wednesday, adjusted according to 
external temperatures, then and now. Is this a perfect system? Not 
exactly. We recognize there might be variables that made your 
consumption abnormal in the past, but through various techniques, we 
are able to produce an accurate range that is tailored specifically to your 
household. 

Invitation 
notification 

Rationalist You can work towards earning ‘streak’ badges if you keep your energy 
consumption below your baseline average for multiple days  in a row. The 
longer you keep your streak going, the more €O2 coins you’ll earn. Tap 
here to see the baseline. 

Environmentalist Are you ready to start earning ‘streak’ badges and €O2 coins? You can 
earn these badges if you keep your energy consumption below your 
baseline for multiple days  in a row. See how long you can keep your 
streak going to unlock all of the badges! Tap here to see just how low you 
need to go. 

Pragmatist Are you interested in saving energy and earning €O2 coins? You can earn 
‘streak’ badges and €O2 coins by keeping your energy consumption below 
your baseline for multiple days in a row. Tap here to see the baseline. 

Traditionalist Did you know? You can earn ‘streak’ badges and €O2 coins by keeping 
your energy consumption below your baseline for multiple days in a row. 
Tap here to see the baseline. 

2-5 day 
success 

notification 

Rationalist You kept your streak going for # days and have earned <NUMBER OF 
COINS> €Ο2 coins. You’ve also earned a streak badge on the homepage. 

Remember, you can always track your energy savings in the My 
Progress section. Just tap here! 

Environmentalist Nice work! You’ve earned a streak badge and have earned <NUMBER 
OF COINS> €Ο2 coins. Don’t forget, you can always track your energy 

savings in the My Progress section. Just tap here! 
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Pragmatist Because you kept your streak going for # days, you’ve earned a streak 
badge and earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins. Nicely done! 
Remember, you can always track your energy savings in the My 

Progress section. Just tap here! 

Traditionalist You broke your energy savings streak! By keeping your streak going for 
#  days, you’ve earned a streak badge and  <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 
coins. Remember, you can always track your energy savings in the My 

Progress section. Just tap here! 

6 day Success 
notification  

Rationalist You’ve earned the top streak badge and earned <NUMBER OF COINS> 
€Ο2 coins by keeping your energy savings going for 6 consecutive days. 

The streak counter has now been reset – see if you can have a repeat 
performance to keep earning €O2 coins and badges. 

Environmentalist Amazing! You’ve achieved the top streak level and earned <NUMBER OF 
COINS> €Ο2 coins! The streak counter has now been reset – see if you 

can have a repeat performance to keep earning €O2 coins and badges. 

Pragmatist You’ve achieved the top streak level! You’ve also earned <NUMBER OF 
COINS> €Ο2 coins by keeping your energy savings going for 6 

consecutive days. The streak counter has now been reset – see if you can 
have a repeat performance to keep earning €O2 coins and badges. 

Traditionalist You’re doing great! You’ve earned the top streak badge and earned 
<NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins by keeping your energy savings going 
for 6 consecutive days. The streak counter has now been reset – see if 

you can have a repeat performance to keep earning €O2 coins and 
badges. 

Tree Badge 

Instructions All The more energy your household saves, the more your homepage tree 
will grow and blossom. But be careful, if your energy savings start to 
shrink, so too will your tree. Check out the FAQ page to find out more 

about how we track your energy savings. 

Invitation 
notification 

Rationalist Your homepage tree is a reflection of your weekly energy savings. If 
your tree starts to shrink it means you’re saving less energy than your 

weekly average. If you keep your energy savings above your weekly 
average, your tree will grow. 

Environmentalist How is your homepage tree looking? Remember that it’s linked to your 
energy consumption. If it’s full of life, it’s a sign you’re doing well. If it’s 

looking a little sad, it means there might be room for improvement. 

Pragmatist Have you noticed some changes to your homepage tree? If your tree 
starts to shrink it means you’re saving less energy than your weekly 

average. If you keep your energy savings above your weekly average, 
your tree will grow. 
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Traditionalist Keep an eye on your homepage tree to get a quick update on your 
energy savings. If your tree is full of life, it’s a sign you’re saving energy. 

If it’s looking a little sad, it means there might be room for 
improvement. 

Report Card Badge 

Instructions All Every month you will receive a report card on your energy savings 
progress. If you’re able to keep your home’s energy consumption below 

your monthly baseline level you’ll be rewarded with €O2 coins. 

Star student All Your monthly report card: Star Student! || On average your household 
consumption is <VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption during the 
same period in your baseline was above this at <VALUE> kWhs. As a 

reward for your efforts, you've earned [NUMBER OF COINS] €Ο2 coins  
and a bird badge. Keep up the good work! 

Doing okay All Your monthly report card: Doing okay. || On average your household 
consumption is <VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption during the 

same period in your baseline was approximately the same at <VALUE> 
kWhs. Consistency is good, but we know you can do even better.  Check 

out My Advisor for some energy saving ideas 

Not your best All Your monthly report card: Not your best month. || On average your 
household consumption is <VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption 
during the same period in your baseline was below this at  <VALUE> 

kWhs. Check out My Advisor for some energy saving ideas so you can get 
back on track.. 
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3 €O2 coin updates  

3.1 1:1 Euro to €02 approach  

We received consistent feedback from customers using the CO2 app, and from potential users of the 
BENEFFICE app, around the understanding of a new currency. People use on a daily basis euros, but 
have no idea of what a euro is (not to mention there is no consensus on this definition for economists 
as well).  

To overcome this issue, the first idea behind €O2 communication was to tell people that one €O2 is 
equal to one kg of CO2 less in the atmosphere. This was a pedagogic objective. The €O2 could 
materialize one kilogram. Instead of potatoes, it is one kg of avoided CO2. Hence, when abating one 
ton of CO2, the user is receiving a credit of 1000 €O2s on his CO2 account. 

Next, we needed to fix a value to the abated tone of CO2. To give value to abated CO2, and thus to 
incentivize people to reduce their CO2 emissions, as well as to reduce their electrical consumption, 
CCO2 looked for various economic papers on pricing carbon. The goal was to pick up a high price of 
carbon to make the reward of abating CO2 valuable. The choice was made to value one ton of abated 
CO2 at € 52.64, based on the report of the French “climate-energy high level experts” that promoted a 
price of € 45 per ton in 2010, with a 4% increase per year, in order to reach a price of € 100 per ton 
in 2030. Back in 2014, CCO2 decided to follow this recommendation and made the following 
calculation: 45 x 1.04 x 1.04 x 1.04 x 1.04 = 52.64. 

The non-rounded number 52.64 was also seen as a pedagogic vector to explain pricing carbon. 

In fact, customer feedback turned out to be going in the exact opposite direction of what was 
anticipated for communication. The conversion of €O2s into euros was increasing the complexity of 
the whole project. Indeed, if a customer is having 1000 €O2s on his account, he has to remember that 
is amount is worth € 52.64. If a customer receives 20 €O2s as a reward of the BENEFFICE project, he 
struggled to understand how much this represents (one euro). 

In order to overcome those issues, in July 2020, CCO2 decided to change this formulation and to 
suppress the conversion rate. An €O2 is now equal to one euro. Also, to simplify communication, CCO2 
decided to cope with the current French carbon tax level, and not to promote a complicated 52.64 
number any more. The 2020 French tax level is at 44.60 € per ton of CO2. 

Consequently, when an agent is abating one ton of CO2, he is receiving on his account 44.60 €O2s; 
with one €O2 being equal to one euro, he is receiving 44.60 euros. We hope this will simplify 
communication, and facilitate customer recruitment. 

As a continuous effort to simplify communication, the next change we anticipate is also to rename the 
€O2 currency, to the name “green-euro”. The new currency is only a new form of the current euro, 
complementary to the other two forms (cash and digital euros on bank accounts). This new form of 
the euro is there to tag the transition to a green economy, and to deliver the European Green Deal. We 
are currently finalizing the analysis of this renaming, and we anticipate that by calling our currency 
green-euro, we will not have to explain what a currency is. Users will receive euros that are greens, 
i.e. euros that have no fossil funding attached to them or euros that are linked with their efforts to 
reduce CO2 emissions. These Euros are produced only if CO2 emissions have been reduced or 
electricity savings have been achieved. We are currently working on this new communication, and are 
proposing to use the green-euro invented during the BENEFFICE project in a public consultation from 
the European Central Bank (ECB) on a digital euro. We expect to be ready with this renaming in 2021. 
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So when people abate CO2 or/and reduce their electrical consumption, they receive green euros and 
participate in delivering the European Green Deal. Further explanation of currency, or exchange rate 
is not needed anymore. Only one focus on delivering the green deal. The message becomes easier for 
users to understand. 

3.2 Achievement badge economy  

With the new achievement badge system in place, the €02 coin distribution required a similar 
modification to reflect these updates. Previously, the €02 coins had been assigned based on a simple 
challenge difficulty rating system (easy, medium, hard), however, given the increased variation both 
in frequency (daily, weekly, monthly) and structure (stand-alone, on-going) of the achievement 
badges, a more nuanced €02 coin distribution approach was required.  

The first step towards this updating €02 coin distribution was to establish a maximum success 
baseline that could then be manipulated to place a greater emphasis on badges of strategic 
significance. The process for this goes as follows. Given that there was a fixed €02 coin budget (100) 
and a fixed amount of piloting time, a calculation was made to determine the maximum success rates 
per achievement badge. That is, the number of times a badge could be earned if the participant was 
100% successful during the piloting window. For some achievements, such as the quiz or profile 
badge, this was quite straightforward, while for others such as the streak badge, a more complicated 
calculation was required (e.g. 300 piloting days/6 days (max streak length) = 50 possible incentive 
cycles).  

Imporantly, the €02 coins also facilitate the achievement of social objectives (e.g. education, 
engagement), in addtion to reduction of CO2. Therefore, with the basic €02 coin distribution in place, 
certain badges were then weighted to give them a greater emphasis. For example, because having 
fully completed user profiles is a critical factor impacting the delivery of personalised content, and 
because we wanted users to receive a quick reward to get them engaged with the app from day one, 
the profiling badge was assigned a larger incentive relative to some of other badges. 

This logic offered a starting point to designing the achievement badge economy to be tested during 
the pilot work. Of course, it is unlikely that any user will reach this maximum success level, and 
therefore the distribution of €02 coins will need to be later adjusted and refined based on the 
observed success rate averages observed during piloting. 

Table 4 €02 Coin Distribution 

Badge Levels €O2 coins Badge icon 

Profile badge Profile complete 5 

 

Quiz Badge 

Quiz 1 1 

 

Quiz 2 1 
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Quiz 3 1 

 

Streak badge 

2 day 0.25 
 

3 day 0.35 
 

4 day 0.50 
 

5 day 0.75 
 

6 day 1.00 

 

Tree badge 

Level -3 - 

 

Level -2 - 

 

Level -1 - 

 

Baseline - 

 

Level +1 - 

 

Level +2 - 
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Level +3 - 

 

Report Card 
Badge 

Start student  
(reducing 

consumption) 
4 

 

Doing okay  
(maintaining 

consumption) 
- - 

Not your best  
(increased 

consumption) 
- - 

3.3 Updated challenge success validation metric 

With the switch to an achievement badge system, the challenge success validation metric also 
required an update in order to track user success rates for earning badges (and thus earning €02 
coins). The following table summarizes the four new validation metrics related to the achievement 
badges that will replace MC_3.3 reported in D5.1. 

Table 5 Validation metrics related to achievement badges 

Metric Description Success Definition 

Consumption Badges Proportion of participants who have 
earned at least one badge from each 
category (i.e., Tree (positive), Streak, 
Report Card) 

At least 50% of users earning 
one of each badge type 

Quiz Badge Proportion of users have completed all 
quizzes 

At least 50% of users 
participating in all quizzes 

Streak Badge Proportion of users who have had a 
streak of 4+ days 

Proportion of users who have 
had a streak of 4+ days 

Profile Badge Proportion of users who have earned 
the Profile Badge 

At least 90% 
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4 UX updates  
As an output of the first round of UX testing (see D5.3), internal validation, and external beta testing 
(see D5.4), a variety of improvements were made to the app’s UX. These updates have been mindfully 
implemented to increase the engagement potential of the app by offering users more interactive and 
intuitive methods for tracking their energy savings progress (dynamic home tree and badge icons) 
while increasing the overall ease of use for the app. 

4.1 Homepage  

The homepage undergone a significant redesign to increase user engagement. This includes: 

Updated navigation structure 

1. The bottom navigation menu has been updated to reflect the newly configured ‘Report’ page. 
This new page combines consumption trend data with achievement badge tracking to enable 
user to more easily monitor the data connected to the badge targets.  

2. As the ‘+’ icon was unintuitive to users, it was replaced with a more familiar hamburger menu  
3. A ‘Help’ page has been added to this hamburger menu that includes an FAQ section  

Added context to users’ metrics 

4. The thermometer is now clickable and allows user to see both their indoor and outdoor 
temperatures 

5. More details have been added to give context to the energy savings metric (displaying daily, 
weekly and monthly savings that change upon clicking) 

6. The €02 coin counter is now clickable and links to the €02 coin page 

Integration of the homepage tree with the achievement badges 

7. The tree growth bar has been removed and users will now see their earned badges appearing 
directly in the homepage vignette. The Tree Badges will offer an additional layer of 
responsiveness by appearing and disappearing depending on the user’s energy saving data. 
For example, if the user is successfully achieving regular and weekly energy savings, their tree 
will grow and flourish. However, if they begin to have reduced energy savings, their tree 
tableau will shrink and wither. This new UX feature will offer an additional visual cue to reflect 
the user’s energy saving performance and thus enriching engagement with the app. 
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Previous design Current design 

  

Figure 3 Homepage Updates 
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4.2 Progress page 

Updates to the Progress page include: 

Stats  

1. Added graphs for key data trend summaries with respect to the daily, weekly, monthly 
baselines for easier badge progress tracking 

2. Easily toggle between consumption and savings values 

Achievements 

3. ‘More’ button added to link users to supporting messages to help them successfully earn 
badges 

4. Added a summary of all badge targets; distinguishing between badges earned/yet to be 
earned 

 

             Previous design Current design 

                   

Figure 4 Achievements Page Updates 

  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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4.3 My Advisor Page 

Updates to the My Advisor include: 

1. Explanation of the thumbs up/thumbs down function added to the FAQ  
2. Messages have been updated to include links to areas of the app that will provide them more 

supporting information  

Previous design Current design 

                   

Figure 5 My Advisor Page Updates 

  

1. 

2. 
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4.4 Energy Page 

Updates to the Energy page include: 

Overview 
1. Redesigned the consumption timeframe layout (i.e. hour, day, week, month) to be more 

intuitive to users 
Devices 

2. Redesigned devices layout for easier comparison   
Graphs 

3. Provided more details and context to the graphs 
4. Used more colours other than green in the graphs 

Previous 
design 

                                 

Current 
design 

                                

Figure 6 Energy Page Updates 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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5 Pilot participant profiling  

5.1 User profiles  

In addition to the user feedback on the app’s content and design, pilot participant profiling data is 
now being collected. The following table summarizes the profiling data collected to date. It should be 
noted that some participant data is missing due to incomplete user profiles. It is anticipated that with 
the introduction of the Profiling badge we will see a significant increase in completed profiles, and 
thus a more complete demographic data set will be reported in D3.4.  

Table 6 Summary of user profile data 

Age Total Greece Austria France Spain 

25-34  n=3 n=3 n=0 n=0 n=0 

35-44 n=14 n=7 n=5 n=0 n=2 

45-54 n=9 n=2 n=5 n=1 n=1 

55-64 n=3 n=0 n=1 n=2 n=0 

65+ n=1 n=0 n=1 n=0 n=0 

Gender      

Male n=27 n=10 n=13 n=3 n=1 

Female n=6 n=4 n=0 n=0 n=2 

Prefer not to say n=2 n=0 n=1 n= n=1 

Segment      

Rationalist n=4 n=3 n=1 n=0 n=0 

Pragmatist n=3 n=1 n=2 n=0 n=0 

Environmentalist n=20 n=8 n=6 n=2 n=4 

Traditionalist n=35 n=19 n=13 n=2 n=1 

5.2 User analytics 

With the start of piloting, data collection has also started for the user analytics. These include 
measures such as the daily active users, app stickiness, energy savings, and badge success rates that 
will be used to measure the validation metrics, and thus the behavioural impact. See deliverable D5.6 
for a summary of the data collected to date and the current status of the validation metrics.  
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6 Conclusions 
As had been described in this deliverable, the personalised multi-factorial model has continued its 
evolution to encompass a holistic end-to-end (theory, application, impact) framework for mapping 
and impacting user behaviour. In the latest extension of this work, efforts have focus on putting theory 
into practice by using the model to guide the establishment of dynamic user feedback loop which have 
paved the way for a number optimizations designed to enhance the BENEFFICE app’s engagement 
potential – and thus the potential for behavioural change. More specifically, these include a redesigned 
incentive approach, improved messaging content, and UX design updates. 

The next step will be to continue pilot testing so that user analytics data can be integrated into this 
analysis, allowing for further validation of the recommendation engine content and mechanisms. This 
will allow for final adjustment to be made to the personalised multi-factorial model to improve its 
capacity to facilitate user feedback loops and thus impact user behaviour. The final WP3 deliverable 
(D3.4) will report of the results of this continued effort, and will provide the final description of the 
finalised multi-factorial model.  
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Appendix  

Profile Badge Summary 

Profile badge 

Description Earned by fully completing user profile  

Objective Complete segment profiling, user onboarding 

Technical calculation IF completed_values_count >= 42 THEN challenge_successful 

Engagement status Involve 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

Incentive Level €O2 coins Badge icon 

Profile complete 5 

 

Supporting messages Category Segment Message text 

Instructions All Time to start earning some €O2 coins! Complete 
your BENEFFICE profile to earn 

<NUMOFCO2COINS> €O2 coins. Tap here to 
visit the Profile page. 

Reminder 
#1 

Rationalist The information you provide in your profile will 
help improve the accuracy of energy 

consumption calculations. The more accurate 
you can make your profile, the more you can be 

rewarded for good energy behaviour. 

Environmentalist You’re missing out! Before you can start earning 
badges and €O2 coins, we need you to complete 

your profile. The information you provide in 
your profile will help improve the accuracy of 
energy consumption calculations. The more 

accurate you can make your profile, the more 
you can be rewarded for good energy behaviour. 

Pragmatist Do you want to earn your first €O2 coins? 
Before you can start earning badges and €O2 

coins, we need you to complete your profile. The 
more accurate you can make your profile, the 

more you can be rewarded for good energy 
behaviour. 
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Traditionalist Improve your app experience by completing one 
simple task: complete your app profile. The 

more accurate you can make your profile, the 
more likely you'll be rewarded for good energy 

behaviour. 

Reminder 
#2 

All Don't forget - complete your BENEFFICE profile 
to earn your first €O2 coins. Tap here to visit the 

Profile page. 

Success 
notification 

All Profile complete - congrats on earning your first 
€O2 coins! Based on your answers, you've been 

classified as a <SEGMENT NAME>. This 
information will help us to send more 

personalized messages to you. To learn more 
about <SEGMENT NAME> tap here to visit the 

FAQ page. 

 

Quiz Badge Summary 

Quiz badge 

Description Earned by participating in quizzes (rewarded based on participation rather than 
performance) 

Objective Educate users on personal energy consumption stats 

Technical calculation IF correct_anwser == True THEN award_coins 

Engagement status Involve 

Behavioural impact Educate, Engagement 

Incentive Level €O2 coins Badge icon 

Quiz 1 1 

 

Quiz 2 1 

 

Quiz 3 1 
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Supporting messages Category Segment Message text 

Instructions All Every month you will receive a report card on 
your energy savings progress. If you’re able to 

keep your home’s energy consumption below your 
monthly baseline level you’ll be rewarded with 

€O2 coins. 

Quiz 1 
invitation 

All 

 

Time to test your energy consumption knowledge 
and earn some €O2 coins! Complete today’s quiz 
to earn  <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and a 

quiz badge. Various questions will become 
available after 4 hours. And remember, you can 
answer the same question many times until you 

get the correct answer! The point is to learn 
something new after all. 

Quiz 1 
questions 

All How much energy does your household consume 
in an average week? 

How much energy does your household consume 
in an average day? 

Approximately how many kilograms of CO2 can be 
saved per year by switching to energy efficient 

bulbs? 

Which of the following is most likely when you 
experience peak energy hours (i.e. When 

electricity demand is the highest and you pay the 
highest amount per kWh?) 

Quiz 2 
invitation 

 Another quiz is waiting for you! Complete today’s 
quiz to earn  <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and 
a quiz badge. Same as before, quiz questions will 

start appearing after 4 hours. 

Quiz 2 
questions 

 Which appliances in your house consume the most 
energy? 

What consumed more energy in your home, this 
month. Your heating or your laundry and 

dishwasher? 

Approximately what percentage of the energy 
consumption of a dishwasher is used to heat the 

water? 

Approximately how many kilograms of CO2 can be 
saved per year by reducing your room 

temperature by 1 degree? 
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Quiz 3 
invitation 

 It's quiz time! Complete today’s quiz to earn 
<NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and a quiz 

badge. 

Quiz 3 
questions 

All How much energy does the average home in 
<COUNTRY> consume daily? 

What consumes more energy in your home - your 
heating or your laundry/dishwasher? 

True or false: When possible you should try to run 
your washing machine and/or dishwasher during 

off-peak hours 

Approximately how much electricity can you save 
by setting your washing machine to 30˚C? 

Quiz 
complete 

(all 
quizzes) 

Rationalist Quiz complete! By completing the quiz you’ve 
earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and a 

quiz badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes for 
more chances to test your knowledge and earn 

€O2 coins. 

Environmentalist Nice work! Hopefully you've learned a thing or 
two about energy consumption while earning 

<NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and your quiz 
badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes for more 

chances to test your knowledge and earn €O2 
coins. 

Pragmatist Quiz complete! As a reward for completing the 
quiz, you’ve earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 

coins and a quiz badge. Keep an eye out for future 
quizzes for more chances to test your knowledge 

and earn €O2 coins. 

Traditionalist Nice work! By completing the quiz you’ve earned 
<NUMBER OF COINS> €O2 coins and a quiz 

badge. Keep an eye out for future quizzes for more 
chances to test your knowledge and earn €O2 

coins. 

Streak Badge Summary  

Streak badge 

Description Earned by keeping energy consumption below the baseline for consecutive days. 

Objective Incentivize daily app interaction   
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Technical calculation Daily 

• IF Daily_User_Consumption <=Baseline_Corresponding 
Daily_Threshold_For_User THEN days_on_streak + 1 

Engagement status Engage 

Behavioural impact Engagement, Energy savings 

Incentive Level €O2 coins Badge icon 

2 day 0.25 

 

3 day 0.35 

 

4 day 0.50 

 

5 day 0.75 

 

6 day 1.00 

 

Supporting messages Category Segment Message text 

Instructions All Unlock streak badges by keeping your energy 
consumption below a specific level for up to 6 

consecutive days. The longer the streak, the more 
coins you can earn! 

FAQ  All Your consumption streaks are based on your daily 
baseline. Your daily baseline is calculated using 
your consumption from the same day last year. 

For example, to calculate your Wednesday 
baseline for this week we would take the values 
from last year's Wednesday, adjusted according 
to external temperatures, then and now. Is this a 
perfect system? Not exactly. We recognize there 
might be variables that made your consumption 

abnormal in the past, but through various 
techniques, we are able to produce an accurate 
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range that is tailored specifically to your 
household. 

Invitation 
notification 

Rationalist You can work towards earning ‘streak’ badges if 
you keep your energy consumption below your 

baseline average for multiple days  in a row. The 
longer you keep your streak going, the more €O2 

coins you’ll earn. Tap here to see the baseline. 

Environmentalist Are you ready to start earning ‘streak’ badges and 
€O2 coins? You can earn these badges if you keep 
your energy consumption below your baseline for 

multiple days  in a row. See how long you can 
keep your streak going to unlock all of the 

badges! Tap here to see just how low you need to 
go. 

Pragmatist Are you interested in saving energy and earning 
€O2 coins? You can earn ‘streak’ badges and €O2 
coins by keeping your energy consumption below 
your baseline for multiple days in a row. Tap here 

to see the baseline. 

Traditionalist Did you know? You can earn ‘streak’ badges and 
€O2 coins by keeping your energy consumption 
below your baseline for multiple days in a row. 

Tap here to see the baseline. 

2-5 day 
success 

notification 

Rationalist You kept your streak going for # days and have 
earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins. You’ve 

also earned a streak badge on the homepage. 
Remember, you can always track your energy 

savings in the My Progress section. Just tap here! 

Environmentalist Nice work! You’ve earned a streak badge and 
have earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins. 
Don’t forget, you can always track your energy 

savings in the My Progress section. Just tap here! 

Pragmatist Because you kept your streak going for # days, 
you’ve earned a streak badge and earned 

<NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins. Nicely done! 
Remember, you can always track your energy 

savings in the My Progress section. Just tap here! 

Traditionalist You broke your energy savings streak! By keeping 
your streak going for #  days, you’ve earned a 
streak badge and  <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 
coins. Remember, you can always track your 

energy savings in the My Progress section. Just tap 
here! 
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6 day 
Success 

notification  

Rationalist You’ve earned the top streak badge and earned 
<NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins by keeping your 
energy savings going for 6 consecutive days. The 

streak counter has now been reset – see if you can 
have a repeat performance to keep earning €O2 

coins and badges. 

Environmentalist Amazing! You’ve achieved the top streak level and 
earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins! The 

streak counter has now been reset – see if you can 
have a repeat performance to keep earning €O2 

coins and badges. 

Pragmatist You’ve achieved the top streak level! You’ve also 
earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 coins by 

keeping your energy savings going for 6 
consecutive days. The streak counter has now 

been reset – see if you can have a repeat 
performance to keep earning €O2 coins and 

badges. 

Traditionalist You’re doing great! You’ve earned the top streak 
badge and earned <NUMBER OF COINS> €Ο2 

coins by keeping your energy savings going for 6 
consecutive days. The streak counter has now 

been reset – see if you can have a repeat 
performance to keep earning €O2 coins and 

badges. 

Tree Badge Summary  

Tree badge 

Description Earned by comparing weekly consumption to   baseline  weekly consumption 

Objective Visual representation of energy consumption trends 

Technical calculation Based on weekly savings with regards to the weekly baseline 

Engagement status Engage 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

Incentive Level €O2 coins  

Level -3 - 
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Level -2 - 

 

Level -1 - 

 

Baseline - 

 

Level +1 - 

 

Level +2 - 

 

Level +3 - 

 

Supporting messages Category Segment Message text 

Instructions All The more energy your household saves, the more 
your homepage tree will grow and blossom. But 
be careful, if your energy savings start to shrink, 
so too will your tree. Check out the FAQ page to 
find out more about how we track your energy 

savings. 

Invitation 
notification 

Rationalist Your homepage tree is a reflection of your 
weekly energy savings. If your tree starts to 

shrink it means you’re saving less energy than 
your weekly average. If you keep your energy 
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savings above your weekly average, your tree 
will grow. 

Environmentalist How is your homepage tree looking? Remember 
that it’s linked to your energy consumption. If 

it’s full of life, it’s a sign you’re doing well. If it’s 
looking a little sad, it means there might be 

room for improvement. 

Pragmatist Have you noticed some changes to your 
homepage tree? If your tree starts to shrink it 

means you’re saving less energy than your 
weekly average. If you keep your energy savings 
above your weekly average, your tree will grow. 

Traditionalist Keep an eye on your homepage tree to get a 
quick update on your energy savings. If your tree 

is full of life, it’s a sign you’re saving energy. If 
it’s looking a little sad, it means there might be 

room for improvement. 

Report Card Badge Summary 

Report card badge 

Description Earned by keeping average consumption below the average baseline over a 
monthly period 

Objective Maintain continual energy savings 

Technical calculation Monthly 

Total_Montly_Savings =  

(Baseline_Corresponding_Month_Consumption_DDT- This_Month_ Consumption ) 
/ Baseline_Corresponding_Month_ Consumption _DDT 

IF Total_Savings > 0.05 THEN Status = “Star Student” 

ELSE IF Total_Savings > -0.05 THEN Status = “Not your best month” 

• ELSE Status = “Doing OK” 

Engagement status  Evolve 

Behavioural impact Energy savings, Engagement 

Incentive Level €O2 coins  

Start student  
(reducing consumption) 

4 
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Doing okay  
(maintaining consumption) 

- - 

Not your best  
(increased consumption) 

- - 

Supporting messages Category Segment Message text 

Instructions All Every month you will receive a report card on 
your energy savings progress. If you’re able to 
keep your home’s energy consumption below 

your monthly baseline level you’ll be rewarded 
with €O2 coins. 

Star student All Your monthly report card: Star Student! || On 
average your household consumption is 

<VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption during 
the same period in your baseline was above this 
at <VALUE> kWhs. As a reward for your efforts, 
you've earned [NUMBER OF COINS] €Ο2 coins  

and a bird badge. Keep up the good work! 

Doing okay All Your monthly report card: Doing okay. || On 
average your household consumption is 

<VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption during 
the same period in your baseline was 

approximately the same at <VALUE> kWhs. 
Consisitancy is good, but we know you can do 
even better.  Check out My Advisor for some 

energy saving ideas 

Not your 
best 

All Your monthly report card: Not your best month. 
|| On average your household consumption is 

<VALUE> kWhs. The energy consumption during 
the same period in your baseline was below this 
at t <VALUE> kWhs. Check out My Advisor for 

some energy saving ideas so you can get back on 
track.. 

 


